Stream your enterprise files
anywhere, anytime
Work better with next-generation files shares
for a modern workplace
With no hassles, no limits as you can replace your
file shares and give your users seamless access
from any device, anywhere to their network files.
Users can access all their files on demand directly
on their desktop or mobile device, even while offline,
accelerating productivity and collaboration without
logging into FTP sites or portals.
Yet, many organizations still require employees to
manage and access files using a VPN for corporate
file shares and home directories, which just ends
up limiting worker productivity, mobility and
collaboration.
Imagine having to sift through file shares on the
local network with no mobility and no easy way of
collaborating. Lost productivity is unavoidable.
And how can you compete in a modern digital world
using outdated tools? You can’t. But there is a way to
simplify how users work while helping them get more
done. Syncplicity.

Stream your content. Any device.
Any location.
AMPLIFY TM Syncplicity provides users with a way to
access their files on any device, from anywhere and
with no VPN connection. By streaming content, they
can simply share a folder. No logging into a VPN,
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pulling down a file and emailing it. Syncplicity makes
it easy to collaborate on documents without having
to use email.
Sounds simple, and it is. But the benefits really
add up. Because you’re not just improving user
productivity and performance. You’re transforming
the way people work. Transform a tedious process
into something simple, maybe enjoyable, and improve
your teams productivity. Users have the added
value of working off-line and when their connection
changes will sync automatically.

3 ways Syncplicity transforms the workplace
No more VPN
With Syncplicity, users don’t need a VPN. They access
their files from their desktop or any mobile device.
No hassle
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through your inbox, opening, closing and panicking to
identify the latest version.

Don’t sweat the storage
So how does all that data fit on a device or laptop?
It doesn’t have to. Access all your files from your
desktop. How does all that data fit on a device or
laptop? It doesn’t need too. Our innovative technology
lets users stream the file they want while all the other
files remain in the cloud, but with complete visibility
across all folders and files. Files are removed from
the cache automatically so that users never have to
worry about storage.
The benefits don’t stop there. Users can access their
files on the go and collaborate using their standard
productivity and collaboration tools. Improved
productivity — access and ease of use — from
desktop, mobile or Web.

Your home directory and files shares are universal
and always with you. Accessing your files easily
from any device to share or collaborate becomes an
experience that improves the work day, not hinders it.

• A single, simple way to access enterprise files

Find the latest file fast

• Internal and external folder and file sharing

There is no better feeling than knowing you can find
the latest file in a shared folder. No more searching

• Secure mobile access from anywhere,
on any device
• Real-time collaboration on documents
• Work offline

Syncplicity looks and feels a lot like a network shared
drive, but it’s so much more. Plus, you can be confident
that your users are working in compliance with
your enterprise security and governance policies –
keeping your employees, files and organization safe.

AMPLIFY Syncplicity DataHub.
File migration made easy.
Say goodbye to manual migration. We help
customers move whatever they need from their files
shares and home directories into Syncplicity cloud,
on-premises or a private cloud. No need for users to
manually move their files. With Syncplicity DataHub,
all your files can be moved into Syncplicity.

Syncplicity DataHub lets you migrate just a few files or large volumes of data. It’s easy to configure and
maintains the integrity of folder structures, metadata and permissions. Data migration doesn’t get more
simple and straightforward. Use DataHub to:
• Seamlessly migrate files
• Remove complexity
• Automate mundane tasks

Here today. Built for tomorrow.
AMPLIFY Syncplicity is a modern solution for creating a modern workplace that lets you access enterprise
files, remove mundane tasks and improve business agility. The benefits really add up:

Modern infrastructure

Modern workplace

• Consolidate datacenters		

• Mobile workforce

• Replace legacy storage		
• Reduce costs				
• Improve performance			
• Decrease administration		

+

• Consumer-like experience
• Stream content from the cloud
• No more VPN
• Easier collaboration

Ready to make your
enterprise a modern
digital workplace?
A mobile experience on your desktop.
START HERE

All your files and folders in Syncplicity —
desktop, network file shares and group shares.
axway.com/digitalworkplace
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